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While each of them is a life, work, and after reviewing an individual's theory, they are differentiated as a degree of material in terms of neutrality and reality, as well as written perspectives and perspectives. Note: The following definitions are from the Oxford English Dictionary [Electronic Resources]. Self-
script, n.-in general, is an account of a person's life called by himself or himself. An autoscript becomes a common date, while a writer focuses on a specific piece of life. Title Self-Writing: I wonder if I'll rotate/edit with an introduction by Joseph McCallan. Author Hughes, Longstone, 1902-1967. Life, n. – A
life-span is a written account (although it may come in other forms such as records or visual media) in the events and circumstances of another person's life. Most commonly written about a historical or public figure, it profiles a person's life or work. Title Fitzgerald: A Tragic Age of Jazz/Stuart Nicolson's
First Lady. Author Nicholas, Stewart. Diary, n. – A daily record of personal matters, transactions or events personally or influence the outcome of the author's observations. Title of a young girl's diary: Final Edition/Anne Frank; Editing by Otto H. Frank and Mirr. Translator Susan Masoti. Author Frank, Ann,
1929-1945. Journals, S. and N.-Often refer to a more detailed account than a diary, a journal that contains events or personal interest issues, which is kept for its own use. Every time events occur, in the form of daily accounts or entries. The title of The Journal magazine of Silia Plath, 1950-1962/Edit Edit
Karen V. Kokal. Author Plyth, Slia. Myer, N. – Record events or history from personal knowledge, experience, perspective or information from the author's particular sources. Most auto-geographic stoats are included. Memories cover a specific aspect of a writer's life in detail, while a self-script is a
common date. A Vatican mayor with David/Troong Nhu Tang, the title and Van Toai. Author Troong, N.A. Tang. Story, n.-an article like this tells a story about a personal experience. It is interested with writing form language, character development, detail, etc. The purpose of the story to explain and to
describe it. Prodo Online Writing Lab Exhibit, n.- This is a type of article that the author needs to research an idea, create original observations and present an argument based on evidence in a clear and comprehensive manner. Prado Online Writing Lab Oral History, n. – A collection of stories or stories or
past events that have been approved by the word of mouth. Sometimes records include oral dates, this form of history depends on the memories of those who told their history or who lived on these stories. In recent years, oral dates with ex-servicemen have been saved by publishers With institutional talk
checking, life stories as auto-geographics. Using a category of such as a memory or personal article or story, many of the work that has since been determined to be non-fiction has been presented as (for example a thousand small pieces by James Frey). As other research materials review, it is important
to consider whether the author's purpose is complete in his writing. In addition, the subject is capable of having a relationship with events around the death death and the consensus opinion of the individual as the importance of the individual's subsequent death is only a post-writing. However, personal
news, even if it is not, can be included in an understanding of individual values and perspectives. For the articles on the individuals, try to print and online reference work, including: There are some library resources on interpreting different forms of life writing. Julie, Margarita. Life writing encyclopedia
[electronic resources]: Autobagrapacal and biographic form. London: Fitzroy Dearborn/Routelage, 2001 [] Reference Wolfres, Julian. Important words in literary and cultural theory. New York: Palgrave, 2004 [P 44.5. W64 2004] Cuj.a. On, and. Preston, C.E. (The Navy) a dictionary of literary terms and
literary theory. Malden, Mass.: Blake FINE, 1998. [REF PN41. C83 1998] Turco, Louis. Book of literary terms: fiction, drama, non-fiction, literary criticism, and scholarship. Hanover, Paul: University Press New England, c1999. [P 44.5. T87 1999] Spongeman, William C. Self-Script Forms: A Literary Style
Of History. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980 [CT25. S63 1980] Memories are made of it–and that describes the character of a person's life and of course that there are two traditional forms of literature that are self-scripting. His life is the history of one person's life, written by another, while the self-
script is the expression of the person's life, written by himself. Presents both of them, what happened in the past where the author lived. These are non-fiction books, written in historical order, tells a story about the person who played a key role in the particular field. Many people think that two writing forms
are the same thing, but there are significant differences between the two, that are presented in the given article. Content: The definition of the Self-Script Comparison Chart refers to an account for the comparasanbograpooratopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopopoi meanangbograpai that
tells the story of someone else's life. Autoscript means an account that tells your life story. Write with The Otoraztownoror or without the subject's permission. First person not required to write the Porpisto Informeto Express and not to inform the facts By author. Full of emotions and thoughts. The definition
of a life-span is also called 'bio' as a detailed account of a person's life written or prepared by another person. The person concerned has a wide range of information about the birth, educational background, work, relationship and death. It offers details of the subject's subject's about life, focusing on the
lives and analyzing the living and their entire personality. Usually a song in writing form but a musical structure or literature can be made in other forms for film interpretation. It's the entertainment of an individual's life consisting of words from another person. The author collects each detail about the subject
and presents these facts in their story, which are relevant and interesting, to gather readers into the story. Self-writing is a self-written sketch of a person's life that is written by the person himself or himself. The word auto means 'self.' Therefore, the self-script contains all the elements of a novel but or is
formed by the author himself. They can write for themselves or get the services of the ghostorators to write for them. The self-script character presents the sketch, the place where he was born and brought, his education, work, life experiences, challenges and achievements. This may include their
childhood, adolescence, and adult events and stories. And the difference between self-writing is discussed in detail in the following points: Life is a detailed account of a person written by another, while a self-written one is written by himself. The person/heir may be written without permission (in a matter of
matter) or unauthorized. Therefore, there are chances of actual errors in the information. On the other hand, auto-geographics are written themselves and therefore do not require any permission. The source contains information that is collected from different sources over time and thus, it is a different
outlook for readers. On the other hand, Autobagrapress is written by the subject itself, so, the author has presented the facts and his thinking in his own way, thus providing readers with a narrow and biased perspective. In an autobiographical, writer, I, we, he, he, etc. uses the first story. This, in turn, is a
close connection between the reader and reader because he/she is in the period at this time as after experiencing different aspects. It is from a third person's point of view as opposed and has very little involvement. The purpose of writing a life of such a tragedy is to inform readers about this person and
his life, while self-writing is written to express, describe life experiences and his achievements. The result is many auto-gratops which are remarkable like 'My Life Story' by Helen Keller, 'A Jewel Lal Nehru, 'Diary of a Young Girl' by Anne Frank, 'The Second World War of Memories by Winston Churchill,
'Fire Wings' and much more. Some famous examples of the legend are: The Life of The Times and The Times of Russia by Rosamund Bartlet, a Russian life, by George Washington by Joseph J. Ellis, Einstein: The Life of the Russian Federation. Donald William Clark, The Life of Walt Disney: The Story of
The Inspirational Life of Walt Disney- A Story of the Princess of Wales by Disneyland behind it. Walter. Karachitown
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